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WE FIND OURSELVES AT an apex of critical thought in librarianship, as

well as discussion and action surrounding social justice in society. These two
components are at a rise as people continue to seek justice from unchecked
and seemingly unstoppable hegemonic forces including racism and “warrior
cop” police, sexism, transphobia, and a one-directional funneling of money
toward the super-rich amongst many other concerns. Although the oppressed
have always worked toward social justice, we are reaching a critical mass in
librarianship where there is more interest in using information literacy pedagogy to contribute to righting some of the pain in the world: some of which
our students, our colleagues, and we ourselves experience.
As with many projects, these books were brought into existence through
community. Community created these books, and community will evolve the
content of these books into deeper thought, action, and reflection. Knowledge
is co-created and we value many contributions to our shared understanding
and practice of critical pedagogy through the process of editing these books.
We thank critical scholars and activists before us, and those who will continue
after us. We give much appreciation to the #critlib community, for without
all of you the discussions and interest in these topics might not reached the
level we have achieved at this moment. And we give a special shout out to our
#critlib co-creators and co-moderators, Emily Drabinski, Violet Fox, Jenna
Freedman, and Annie Pho.
We endeavored to use the opportunity of working with a prominent academic LIS publisher to amplify others’ voices in the field. We thank ACRL
Press for its commitment to OA-friendly policies and dedication to moving
scholarship forward in these important areas, regardless of topics being potentially controversial. We have felt we have had true academic freedom with
this publisher, and give an incredibly special thank you to Kathryn Deiss without whom many important titles would not have existed. Kathryn has stepped
down as Content Strategist to retire and we are honored to have been one of
the final publications she has seen through. We thank Kathryn for her dedication and support.
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An additional thanks to our colleagues, friends, and loved ones for their
encouragement, feedback, and conversation as we have been working our way
through multiple phases of this project. The best editing is invisible, but to
create more visibility around this work, we have been creating an opportunity
for this publication, selecting authors out of our near 100 proposals, working
with authors to create the best versions possible of their brilliant thinking, editing multiple versions of chapters, and ensuring this collection is holistic and
packaged in the most accessible and learning-centric configuration to benefit
you, the reader. Thank you for reading and we can’t wait to see how you take
the ideas in these books and move your practice, our shared knowledge as a
field, and potentially society, to action.

